Multimodality evoked potentials in HTLV-I associated myelopathy
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SUMMARY Multimodality evoked potentials (EPs) consisting of somatosensory EPs (SEPs), visual EPs (VEPs) and brainstem auditory EPs (BAEPs) were studied in 16 cases with HTLV-I associated myelopathy (HAM). Median nerve SEPs were normal in all cases. In posterior tibial nerve SEPs, the potential recorded at the 12th thoracic spinal process was normal in every case, but cortical components were significantly prolonged in 10 cases, although five of these showed no sensory impairment. BAEPs were normal in every case whose hearing was intact, but VEPs were abnormal in two cases whose visual acuities were normal. The present results in HAM indicate predominant lesion in the thoracic cord, and might also suggest some subclinical lesion in the visual pathway.

Myelopathy associated with high antibody titre against the human T-lymphotropic virus type-I (HTLV-I) has recently aroused much interest. Since Osame et al’s first recognition of this clinical entity in Kagoshima,1 approximately 300 cases of HTLV-I associated myelopathy (HAM) have been reported in Japan.2 It is well known that multimodality EPs including somatosensory EPs (SEPs), visual EPs (VEPs) and brainstem auditory EPs (BAEPs) can detect abnormalities more often than a single modality EP in various neurological diseases, in particular multiple sclerosis.3 We report the study of multimodality EPs in the detection of abnormalities, particularly subclinical changes, in HAM.

Patients and Methods

Diagnostic criteria of HAM proposed by Osame et al1 2 4 were adopted. The criteria are the following: (1) chronic progressive myelopathy of adult onset, (2) high antibody titres to HTLV-I in serum and cerebrospinal fluid, (3) predominantly symmetrical upper motor neuron disorder, with mild sensory and bladder dysfunctions, and (4) presence of adult T-cell leukaemia-like cells in the peripheral blood.

Sixteen cases, 10 women and six men, who were diagnosed as HAM based on the above criteria, were studied. The age of the patients ranged from 32 to 69 years with the mean of 52. Motor and sensory function of the upper limbs were normal in all cases. In the lower extremities, symmetrical and markedly hyperactive deep tendon reflexes (DTRs) and mild to moderate weakness were present in all cases. Superficial and joint sensation were normal in all cases, but vibratory sensation was impaired to some degree in six cases.

Short-latency SEPs following stimulation of the median nerve at the wrist as well as the posterior tibial nerve at the ankle, VEPs following black-and-white checkerboard pattern reversal stimulation, and BAEPs following click sound stimulation were recorded using routine methods following the guidelines of the American EEG society.5 The bandpass of the amplifier was 30–3000 Hz, 1–500 Hz and 30–3000 Hz for SEPs, VEPs and BAEPs, respectively. The nomenclature of each recognisable component also followed the guidelines.5 The upper limit of the normal range of peak latencies as well as interpeak latencies was set to mean + 3 standard deviations of normal values in our laboratory.

Results

The occurrence of abnormalities in each EP are summarised in the table.

(1) SEPs: Peripheral, cervical and cortical median nerve SEPs were normal in every case. The posterior
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(130 ms and 134 ms, respectively), half-field (16°) and central-field (5°) stimulation with a small left–right difference.

(3) BAEPs: Deafness or marked hearing disturbance was present in seven ears of five cases. The diagnosis of the mixed-type hearing trouble was made for them by neuro-otological studies, and no consistent BAEP component could be identified following stimulation of those troubled ears. Waves I to V, and interpeak latencies, I-V as well as III-V, were normal following stimulation of the other ears.

Discussion

Abnormal posterior tibial nerve SEPs with normal median nerve SEPs identified in the present cases indicate lumbar or thoracic spinal cord lesions or distal axonal degeneration of the gracile fascicle. SEPs are considered to be generated by the stimulus signals ascending through the posterior column. The fact that SEPs were abnormal in five cases whose deep sensations were intact suggested the capability of SEPs to detect subclinical posterior column lesions in HAM.

In the VEPs, P100 was significantly prolonged in two cases whose visual acuities were normal. This result is similar to VEP abnormalities in multiple sclerosis, although the incidence of clinical optic nerve impairment as well as subclinical VEP abnormalities in multiple sclerosis is much higher than in the present HAM cases.

Unlike SEPs or VEPs, BAEPs were normal in every case whose hearing was normal.

The results in HAM indicate that the predominant lesions are in the thoracic cord, and might also suggest some subclinical lesion in the visual pathway, although these are rare. The conclusions are compatible with the previous reports concerning EPs in HAM.

Recently, there have been reports than many cases of tropical spastic paraparesis (TSP) have a high antibody titre against HTLV-I. As the clinical findings in this disorder are very similar to those in HAM, the two clinical entities are probably caused by the same mechanisms. However, SEPs, VEPs and BAEPs were abnormal in 60, 67 and 64% of TSP cases, respectively. The abnormality rate of VEPs and BAEPs in TSP appeared to be much higher than that in the present study as well as that in the other reports of HAM, but it is still uncertain what caused this significant difference between TSP and HAM.

This study was supported by Grant No. 85-17 of the Research Committee of Myelopathy, from the National Centre for Nervous, Mental and Muscular Disorders (NCNMMD) of the Ministry of Health and Welfare, Japan.

Table Occurrence of abnormal EPs in 16 cases with HAM.

(No. of abnormal cases/no. of cases tested)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of EP</th>
<th>Number of cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Median nerve SEPs</td>
<td>0/16 cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posterior tibial nerve SEPs</td>
<td>10/16 cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VEPs</td>
<td>2/15 cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAEPs</td>
<td>5/16 cases*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posterior tibial nerve SEPs and/or VEPs</td>
<td>11/16 cases</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No case showed significant left–right difference in SEPs and VEPs.

*Deafness or marked hearing disturbance was present in all five cases whose BAEPs were abnormal.
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